Mobile Mechanic Services
At 24 Hour Mobile Mechanics, LLC, we understand auto, truck, semi-truck, and RV repair can be a
stressful event. We strive to provide our customers with comprehensive information as to why the
repair service is required, how the component failure occurred, and what preventative maintenance
measures can be taken to prolong the success of the repair and avoid failure in the future.
Our professional ASE-Certified mobile mechanic technicians are trained to diagnose and repair and
service broken, or faulty, system components that make up your vehicle’s complex systems,
including the heating and cooling system, braking system, steering and suspension systems and
more. Be it a broken belt, leaky hose or anything in between, you can count on 24 Hour Mobile
Mechanics to do the job right, keep you informed and get you safely on your way.
Making an appointment is as easy as, calling (314) 513-2995. At 24 Hour Mobile Mechanics, we are
committed to providing best repair service, information and leaving you with a feeling of confidence
that the job is done right.

MECHANICAL PROBLEMS
Having Mechanical Problems? No worries, Is your vehicle running bad or stalling? Is your check
engine light on? The issue could be as simple as a loose gas cap or as complex as internal engine
repair. Either way, 24 Hour Mobile Mechanics can help. Pairing up state of the art equipment with
our professional certified technicians gives us the ability to diagnose the concern and determine
what repairs are needed to get you safely back on the road. Whether it would be an engine, fuel
pump, starter, or alternator, we can fix it on the spot. We come to you and repair and service your
car, truck, semi-truck, trailer, or RV.
At 24 Hour Mobile Mechanics, LLC, we understand automotive repair can be a stressful event. We
strive to provide our customers with comprehensive information as to why the repair service is
required, how the component failure occurred, and what preventative maintenance measures can be
taken to prolong the success of the repair and avoid failure in the future.
Our professional ASE-Certified mobile mechanic technicians are trained to diagnose and repair and
service broken, or faulty, system components that make up your vehicle’s complex systems,
including the heating and cooling system, braking system, steering and suspension systems and
more. Be it a broken belt, leaky hose or anything in between, you can count on 24 Hour Mobile
Mechanics to do the job right, keep you informed and get you safely on your way.
Making an appointment is as easy as, calling (314) 513-2995. At 24 Hour Mobile Mechanics, we are
committed to providing best repair service, information and leaving you with a feeling of confidence
that the job is done right.

ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS
Your vehicle’s electrical system has a slew of components from the controls that operate your
windows and mirrors to ignition switch to start your engine and to start your starter. Troubleshooting
issues with your vehicle’s electrical system can be difficult, especially if you’re not familiar with the
complexities of today’s electrical and electronic systems. Allow a 24-hour mobile mechanic to come
to you with many years’ experience and repair your problem. We Know Automotive repair and
service.

ENGINE REPAIRS
Our expert, ASE–certified technicians will be able to tell you what’s going on under the hood. From
emissions diagnostics to car engine repairs, part replacement to general engine maintenance, 24
Hour Mobile Mechanics offers complete engine care. In addition to a car, truck, semi-truck, and RV
engine repair, and maintenance. 24 Hour Mobile Mechanics’ auto technicians will check and make
sure the following vehicle components that affect your engine are also in good shape.
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A/C Repair/Recharge
Air Bags
Timing Belt
Timing Chain
Ignition Wires
Ignition module
Ignition coil pack
Spark Plugs
Fuel pump
Engine sensors and electronic diagnostics
Emissions control system
Distributor cap and rotor
Crankcase ventilation (PCV) valve
Crankcase vent filter
Alarm Reset
Alternator
Computer Diagnosis
Computer Reset
Starters
Water pumps

CLUTCH REPAIRS
24 Hour Mobile Mechanics Clutch Installation Service Package is designed to provide exceptional
clutch installation service and superior quality parts for one flat rate. We install Borg and Warner
clutches which supply you with the same flawless performance as original equipment parts.

BRAKE REPAIRS
The 24 Hour Mobile Mechanic Standard Brake Service package includes a thorough brake system
evaluation, brake pad or brake shoe replacement, and replacement of drums or rotors on the
serviced axle(s) are extra and are performed by our ASE certified professional mobile mechanic
technicians.
Wagner branded shoes & pads feature standard resistance formula and deliver dependable stopping
power for safe braking.
Pads/Shoes meet OEM (original equipment manufacturer) requirements
12-Month/12,000 mile labor warranty Pads And Shoes are a Limited Lifetime warranty.
These are a few of many services we offer. Please call to inquire about other services by calling
573-341-0181.

